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The electric potential V decreases in the direction the test charge would naturally
move in due to repulsion or attraction

Electric Potential Difference

Two points at different distances from a charge will have different electric potentials
This is because the electric potential increases with distance from a negative
charge and decreases with distance from a positive charge

Therefore, there will be an electric potential difference between the two points
This is represented by the symbol ΔV

ΔV is normally given as the equation

ΔV = V  – V

Where:
V  = final electric potential (J C )
V  = initial electric potential (J C )

A difference in electric potential will give a difference in electric potential energy, which
can also be calculated
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Electric Potential in Radial Field
The electric potential in the field due to a point charge is defined as:

Where:
V = the electric potential (V)
Q = the point charge producing the potential (C)
ε  = permittivity of free space (F m )
r = distance from the centre of the point charge (m)

This equation shows that for a positive (+) charge:
As the distance from the charge r decreases, the potential V increases
This is because more work has to be done on a positive test charge to overcome
the repulsive force

For a negative (−) charge:
As the distance from the charge r decreases, the potential V decreases
This is because less work has to be done on a positive test charge since the
attractive force will make it easier

 
Unlike the gravitational potential equation, the minus sign in the electric potential
equation will be included in the charge
The electric potential changes according to an inverse square law with distance

The potential changes as an inverse law with distance near a charged sphere

Note: this equation still applies to a conducting sphere. The charge on the sphere is
treated as if it concentrated at a point in the sphere from the point charge
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approximation

Worked Example

A Van de Graaf generator has a spherical dome of radius 15 cm. It is charged up
to a potential of 240 kV.Calculate:

a) The charge stored on the dome

b) The potential at a distance of 30 cm from the dome

Part (a)

Step 1: Write down the known quantities

Radius of the dome, r = 15 cm = 15 × 10  m
Potential difference, V = 240 kV = 240 × 10  V

Step 2: Write down the equation for the electric potential due to a point charge

Step 3: Rearrange for charge Q

Q = V4πε r

Step 4: Substitute in values

Q = (240 × 10 ) × (4π × 8.85 × 10 ) × (15 × 10 ) = 4.0 × 10  C = 4.0 μC

Part (b)

Step 1: Write down the known quantities

Q = charge stored in the dome = 4.0 μC = 4.0 × 10  C
r = radius of the dome + distance from the dome = 15 + 30 = 45 cm = 45 × 10  m

Step 2: Write down the equation for electric potential due to a point charge

Step 3: Substitute in values
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Graphical Representation of Electric Potential
Electric field strength, E and the electric potential, V can be graphically represented
against the distance from the centre of a charge, r
E, V and r are related by the equation:

Where:
E = electric field strength (V m )
ΔV = change in potential (V)
Δr = displacement in the direction of the field (m)

An electric field can be defined in terms of the variation of electric potential at
different points in the field:

The electric field at a particular point is equal to the gradient of a potential-
distance graph at that point

The potential gradient in an electric field is defined as:

The rate of change of electric potential with respect to displacement in the
direction of the field

The graph of potential V against distance r for a negative or positive charge is:

7.5.2 Graphical Representation of Electric Potential
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The electric potential around a positive charge decreases with distance and increases with
distance around a negative charge

The key features of this graph are:
The values for V are all negative for a negative charge
The values for V are all positive for a positive charge
As r increases, V against r follows a 1/r relation for a positive charge and -1/r
relation for a negative charge
The gradient of the graph at any particular point is the value of E at that point
The graph has a shallow increase (or decrease) as r increases

The electric potential changes according to the charge creating the potential as the
distance r increases from the centre:

If the charge is positive, the potential decreases with distance
If the charge is negative, the potential increases with distance

To calculate E, draw a tangent to the graph at that point and calculate the gradient of
the tangent
This is a graphical representation of the equation:

where Q and 4πε  are constants

The graph of E against r for a charge is:

The electric field strength E has a 1/r  relationship

The key features of this graph are:
The values for E are all positive
As r increases, E against r follows a 1/r  relation (inverse square law)
The area under this graph is the change in electric potential ΔV
The graph has a steep decline as r increases
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The area under the graph can be estimated by counting squares, if it is plotted on
squared paper, or by splitting it into trapeziums and summing the area of each
trapezium
The inverse square law relation means that as the distance r doubles, E decreases by a
factor of 4
This is a graphical representation of the equation:

where Q and 4πε  are constants

Exam Tip

One way to remember whether the electric potential increases or decreases
with respect to the distance from the charge is by the direction of the electric
field lines. The potential always decreases in the same direction as the field
lines and vice versa.Drawing, interpreting or calculating from either of these
graphs are common exam questions.The graph of E against r should start off
steeper and decrease rapidly compared to that of V against r, to distinguish it as
an inverse square law (1/r ) relation instead of just 1/r.
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Work Done on a Charge
When a mass with charge moves through an electric field, work is done
The work done in moving a charge q is given by:

∆W = q∆V

Where:
∆W = change in work done (J)
q = charge (C)
∆V = change in electric potential (J C )

This change in work done is equal to the change in electric potential energy (E.P.E)
When V = 0, then the E.P.E = 0

The change in E.P.E, or work done, for a point charge q at a distance r  from the centre
of a larger charge Q, to a distance of r  further away can be written as:

Where:
Q = charge that is producing the electric field (C)
q = charge that is moving in the electric field (C)
r  = first distance of q from the centre of Q (m)
r  = second distance of q from the centre of Q (m)

7.5.3 Work Done on a Charge
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Work is done when moving a point charge away from another charge

Work is done when a positive charge in an electric field moves against the electric field
lines or when a negative charge moves with the electric field lines

Worked Example

The potentials at points R and S due to the +7.0 nC charge are 675 V and 850 V
respectively.

Calculate how much work is done when a +3.0 nC charge is moved from R to S.

Step 1: Write down the known quantities

p.d. at R, V  = 675 V
p.d. at S, V  = 850 V
Charge, q = +3.0 nC = +3.0 × 10  C

Step 2: Write down the work done equation
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W = qΔV

Step 3: Substitute in the values into the equation

W = (3.0 × 10 ) × (850 - 675) = 5.3 × 10  J

Exam Tip

Remember that q in the work done equation is the charge that is being moved,
whilst Q is the charge which is producing the potential. Make sure not to get
these two mixed up, as both could be given in the question (like the worked
example) and you will be expected to choose the correct one
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Electrostatic Equipotential Surfaces
Equipotential lines (2D) and surfaces (3D) join together points that have the same
electric potential
These are always:

Perpendicular to the electric field lines in both radial and uniform fields
Represented by dotted lines (unlike field lines, which are solid lines with arrows)

The potential gradient is defined by the equipotential lines

Equipotential lines around a radial field or uniform field are perpendicular to the electric
field lines

In a radial field (eg. a point charge), the equipotential lines:
Are concentric circles around the charge
Become further apart further away from the charge

In a uniform field (eg. between charged parallel plates), the equipotential lines are:
Horizontal straight lines
Parallel
Equally spaced

No work is done when moving along an equipotential line or surface
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Work is only done when moving between equipotential lines or surfaces
This means that an object travelling along an equipotential doesn't lose or gain
energy and ΔV =  0
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Capacitance
Capacitors are electrical devices used to store energy in electronic circuits, commonly
for a backup release of energy if the power fails
They are in the form of two conductive metal plates connected to a voltage supply
(parallel plate capacitor)

There is commonly a dielectric in between the plates, this is to ensure charge
does not freely flow between the plates

The capacitor circuit symbol is:

The capacitor circuit symbol is two parallel lines

Capacitors are marked with a value of their capacitance. This is defined as:

The charge stored per unit potential difference (between the plates)

The greater the capacitance, the greater the energy stored in the capacitor

The capacitance of a capacitor is defined by the equation:

Where:
C = capacitance (F)
Q = charge (C)
V = potential difference (V)

A capacitor used in small circuits

Capacitance is measured in the unit Farad (F)

7.6 Capacitance

7.6.1 Capacitance
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In practice, 1 F is a very large unit
Often it will be quoted in the order of micro Farads (μF), nanofarads (nF) or
picofarads (pF)

If the capacitor is made of parallel plates, Q is the charge on the plates and V is the
potential difference across the capacitor

The charge Q is not the charge of the capacitor itself, it is the charge stored on the
plates

This capacitance equation shows that an object’s capacitance is the ratio of the charge
stored by the capacitor to the potential difference between the plates

Worked Example

A parallel plate capacitor has a capacitance of 1 nF and is connected to a
voltage supply of 0.3 kV.Calculate the charge on the plates.

Step 1: Write down the known quantities

Capacitance, C = 1 nF = 1 × 10  F
Potential difference, V = 0.3 kV = 0.3 × 10  V

Step 2: Write out the equation for capacitance

Step 3: Rearrange for charge Q

Q = CV

Step 4: Substitute in values

Q = (1 × 10 ) × (0.3 × 10 ) = 3 × 10  C = 300 nC

Exam Tip

The ‘charge stored’ by a capacitor refers to the magnitude of the charge stored
on each plate in a parallel plate capacitor or on the surface of a spherical
conductor. The capacitor itself does not store charge.The letter ‘C’ is used both
as the symbol for capacitance as well as the unit of charge (coulombs). Take care
not to confuse the two!
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Polar Molecule in an Electric Field
A dielectric is made up of many polar molecules

These are molecules that have a 'positive' and 'negative' end (poles)

When no charge is applied to the capacitor:
There is no electric field between the parallel plates and the molecules are aligned
in random directions

When there is a charge applied:
One of the parallel plates becomes positively charged and the other negatively
charged hence an electric field is generated between the plates (from positive to
negative)
The negative ends of the polar molecules are attracted to the positive plate and
vice versa
This means all the molecules rotate and align themselves parallel to the electric
field

Polar molecules align themselves when an electric field is between two parallel plates
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Relative Permittivity & Dielectric Constant
Permittivity is the measure of how easy it is to generate an electric field in a certain
material
The relativity permittivity ε  is sometimes known as the dielectric constant
For a given material, it is defined as:

The ratio of the permittivity of a material to the permittivity of free space

This can be expressed as:

Where:
ε  = relative permittivity
ε = permittivity of a material (F m )
ε = permittivity of free space (F m )

The relative permittivity has no units because it is a ratio of two values with the same
unit

Worked Example

Calculate the permittivity of a material that has a relative permittivity of 4.5 ×
10 .State an appropriate unit for your answer.

Step 1: Write down the relative permittivity equation

Step 2: Rearrange for permittivity of the material ε

ε = ε ε

Step 3: Substitute in the values

ε = (4.5 × 10 ) × (8.85 × 10 ) = 3.9825 = 4 F m

7.6.2 Parallel Plate Capacitor
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Dielectric Action in a Capacitor
When the polar molecules in a dielectric align with the applied electric field from the
plates, they each produce their own electric field

This electric field opposes the electric field from the plates

The electric field of the polar molecules opposes that of the electric field produced by the
parallel plates

The larger the opposing electric field from the polar molecules in the dielectric,
the larger the permittivity

In other words, the permittivity is how well the polar molecules in a dielectric align
with an applied electric field

The opposing electric field reduces the overall electric field, which decreases the
potential difference between the plates

Therefore, the capacitance of the plates increases

The capacitance of a capacitor can also be written in terms of the relative permittivity:

Where:
C = capacitance (F)
A = cross-sectional area of the plates (m )
d = separation of the plates (m)
ε  = relative permittivity of the dielectric between the plates
ε = permittivity of free space (F m )
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A parallel plate capacitor consists of conductive plates each with area A, a distance d apart
and a dielectric ε between them

Capacitor plates are general square, therefore if they have a length L on all sides then
their cross-sectional area is A

Worked Example

A parallel-plate capacitor has square plates of length L separated by
distance d and is filled with a dielectric.A second capacitor has square plates of
length 3L separated by distance 3d and has air as its dielectric.Both capacitors
have the same capacitance.Determine the relative permittivity of the dielectric
in the first capacitor.

2
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Exam Tip

Remember that A, the cross-sectional area, is only for one of the parallel plates.
Don't multiply this by 2 for both the plates for the capacitance equation!
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Energy Stored by a Capacitor
When charging a capacitor, the power supply pushes electrons from the positive to the
negative plate

It therefore does work on the electrons and electrical energy becomes stored on
the plates

At first, a small amount of charge is pushed from the positive to the negative plate,
then gradually, this builds up

Adding more electrons to the negative plate at first is relatively easy since there is
little repulsion

As the charge of the negative plate increases ie. becomes more negatively charged, the
force of repulsion between the electrons on the plate and the new electrons being
pushed onto it increases
This means a greater amount of work must be done to increase the charge on the
negative plate or in other words:

The potential difference across the capacitor increases as the amount of
charge increases

As the charge on the negative plate builds up, more work needs to be done to add more
charge

The charge Q on the capacitor is directly proportional to its potential difference V
The graph of charge against potential difference is therefore a straight line graph
through the origin
The electrical (potential) energy stored in the capacitor can be determined from the
area under the potential-charge graph which is equal to the area of a right-angled
triangle:

Area = 0.5 × base × height

7.6.3 Energy Stored by a Capacitor YOUR NOTES  
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The electric energy stored in the capacitor is the area under the potential-charge graph

Therefore the work done, or energy stored in a capacitor is defined by the equation:

Where:
E = work done or energy stored (J)
Q = charge (C)
V = potential difference (V)

Substituting the charge with the capacitance equation Q = CV, the energy stored can
also be defined as:

By substituting the potential V, the energy stored can also be defined in terms of just
the charge, Q and the capacitance, C:
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Worked Example

The variation of the potential V of a charged isolated metal sphere with surface
charge Q is shown on the graph below.

Using the graph, determine the electric potential energy stored on the sphere
when charged to a potential of 100 kV.

Step 1: Determine the charge on the sphere at the potential of 100 kV

From the graph, the charge on the sphere at 100 kV is 1.8 μC

Step 2: Calculate the electric potential energy stored
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The energy stored is equal to the area under the graph at 100 kV
The area is equal to a right-angled triangle, so, can be calculated with the
equation:

Area = 0.5 × base × height

Area = 0.5 × 1.8 μC × 100 kV

Energy E = 0.5 × (1.8 × 10 ) × (100 × 10 ) = 0.09 J

Worked Example

Calculate the change in the energy stored in a capacitor of capacitance 1500 μF
when the potential difference across the capacitor changes from 10 V to 30 V.

Exam Tip

All 3 equations for the energy stored will be given on your data sheet. To figure
out which to use, check what variables (C, Q or V) have already been given in the
question.
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Capacitor Charge & Discharge Graphs

Charging

Capacitors are charged by a power supply (eg. a battery)
When charging, the electrons are pulled from the plate connected to the positive
terminal of the power supply

Hence the plate nearest the positive terminal is positively charged

They travel around the circuit and are pushed onto the plate connected to the negative
terminal

Hence the plate nearest the negative terminal is negatively charged

As the negative charge builds up, fewer electrons are pushed onto the plate due to
electrostatic repulsion from the electrons already on the plate
When no more electrons can be pushed onto the negative plate, the charging stops

A parallel plate capacitor is made up of two conductive plates with opposite charges
building up on each plate

At the start of charging, the current is large and gradually falls to zero as the electrons
stop flowing through the circuit

The current decreases exponentially
This means the rate at which the current decreases is proportional to the amount
of current it has left

7.7 Capacitor Charge & Discharge

7.7.1 Charge & Discharge Graphs
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Since an equal but opposite charge builds up on each plate, the potential difference
between the plates slowly increases until it is the same as that of the power supply
Similarly, the charge of the plates slowly increases until it is at its maximum charge
defined by the capacitance of the capacitor

Graphs of variation of current, p.d and charge with time for a capacitor charging through a
battery

The key features of the charging graphs are:
The shapes of the p.d. and charge against time graphs are identical
The current against time graph is an exponential decay curve
The initial value of the current starts on the y axis and decreases exponentially
The initial value of the p.d and charge starts at 0 up to a maximum value

Discharging

Capacitors are discharged through a resistor with no power supply present
The electrons now flow back from the negative plate to the positive plate until there
are equal numbers on each plate and no potential difference between them
Charging and discharging is commonly achieved by moving a switch that connects the
capacitor between a power supply and a resistor
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The capacitor charges when connected to terminal P and discharges when connected to
terminal Q

At the start of discharge, the current is large (but in the opposite direction to when it
was charging) and gradually falls to zero
As a capacitor discharges, the current, p.d and charge all decrease exponentially

This means the rate at which the current, p.d or charge decreases is proportional
to the amount of current, p.d or charge it has left

The graphs of the variation with time of current, p.d and charge are all identical and
follow a pattern of exponential decay

Graphs of variation of current, p.d and charge with time for a capacitor discharging through
a resistor

The key features of the discharge graphs are:
The shape of the current, p.d. and charge against time graphs are identical
Each graph shows exponential decay curves with decreasing gradient
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The initial values (typically called I , V  and Q  respectively) start on the y axis and
decrease exponentially

The rate at which a capacitor discharges depends on the resistance of the circuit
If the resistance is high, the current will decrease and charge will flow from the
capacitor plates more slowly, meaning the capacitor will take longer to discharge
If the resistance is low, the current will increase and charge will flow from the
capacitor plates quickly, meaning the capacitor will discharge faster

Exam Tip

Make sure you're comfortable with sketching and interpreting charging and
discharging graphs, as these are common exam questionsRemember that
conventional current flow is in the opposite direction to the electron flow

0 0 0
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Properties of Capacitor Discharge Graphs
From electricity, the charge is defined:

ΔQ = IΔt

Where:
I = current (A)
ΔQ = change in charge (C)
Δt = change in time (s)

This means that the area under a current-time graph for a charging (or discharging)
capacitor is the charge stored for a certain time interval

The area under the I-t graph is the total charge stored in the capacitor in the time interval
Δt

Rearranging for the current:

This means that the gradient of the charge-time graph is the current at that time
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The gradient of a discharging and charging Q-t graph is the current

In the discharging graph, this is the discharging current at that time
In the charging graph, this is the charging current at that time
To calculate the gradient of a curve, draw a tangent at that point and calculate the
gradient of that tangent

Worked Example

The graph below shows how the charge stored on a capacitor with capacitance
C varies with time as it discharges through a resistor. 

Calculate the current through the circuit after 4 s.

Step 1: Draw a tangent at t = 4
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Step 2: Calculate the gradient of the tangent to find the current I
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The Time Constant
The time constant of a capacitor discharging through a resistor is a measure of how
long it takes for the capacitor to discharge
The definition of the time constant is:

The time taken for the charge, current or voltage of a discharging capacitor to
decrease to 37% of its original value

Alternatively, for a charging capacitor:

The time taken for the charge or voltage of a charging capacitor to rise to 63%
of its maximum value

37% is 0.37 or 1 / e (where e is the exponential function) multiplied by the original
value (I , Q  or V )
This is represented by the Greek letter tau, τ,  and measured in units of seconds (s)
The time constant provides an easy way to compare the rate of change of similar
quantities eg. charge, current and p.d.
It is defined by the equation:

τ = RC

Where:
τ = time constant (s)
R = resistance of the resistor (Ω)
C = capacitance of the capacitor (F)

 

For example, to find the time constant from a voltage-time graph, calculate 0.37V  and
determine the corresponding time for that value

7.7.2 The Time Constant

0 0 0

0
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The time constant shown on a charging and discharging capacitor

The time to half, t  (half-life) for a discharging capacitor is:

The time taken for the charge, current or voltage of a discharging capacitor to
reach half of its initial value

This can also be written in terms of the time constant:

t  = 0.69τ = 0.69RC

Worked Example

A capacitor of 7 nF is discharged through a resistor of resistance R. The time
constant of the discharge is 5.6 × 10  s.Calculate the value of R.

Exam Tip

Note that the time constant is not the same as half-life. Half-life is how long it
takes for the current, charge or voltage to halve whilst the time constant is to
37% of its original value (not 50%)Although the time constant is given on your
data sheet, you will be expected to remember the half-life equation t  = 0.69RC

1/2
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Capacitor Discharge Equation
The time constant is used in the exponential decay equations for the current, charge or
potential difference (p.d) for a capacitor discharging through a resistor

These can be used to determine the amount of current, charge or p.d left after a
certain amount of time for a discharging capacitor

This exponential decay means that no matter how much charge is initially on the
plates, the amount of time it takes for that charge to halve is the same
The exponential decay of current on a discharging capacitor is defined by the equation:

Where:
I = current (A)
I  = initial current before discharge (A)
e = the exponential function
t = time (s)
RC = resistance (Ω) × capacitance (F) = the time constant τ (s)

This equation shows that the smaller the time constant τ, the quicker the exponential
decay of the current when discharging
Also, how big the initial current is affects the rate of discharge

If I  is large, the capacitor will take longer to discharge

Note: during capacitor discharge, I  is always larger than I, as the current I will always
be decreasing

Values of the capacitor discharge equation on a graph and circuit

The current at any time is directly proportional to the p.d across the capacitor and the
charge across the parallel plates

7.7.3 Charge & Discharge Equations
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Therefore, this equation also describes the charge on the capacitor after a certain
amount of time:

Where:
Q = charge on the capacitor plates (C)
Q  = initial charge on the capacitor plates (C)

As well as the p.d after a certain amount of time:

Where:
V = p.d across the capacitor (C)
V  = initial p.d across the capacitor (C)

The Exponential Function e
The symbol e represents the exponential constant, a number which is approximately
equal to e = 2.718...
On a calculator, it is shown by the button e
The inverse function of e  is ln(y), known as the natural logarithmic function

This is because, if e  = y, then x = ln (y)

The 0.37 in the definition of the time constant arises as a result of the exponential
constant, the true definition is:

Worked Example

The initial current through a circuit with a capacitor of 620 µF is 0.6 A.The
capacitor is connected across the terminals of a 450 Ω resistor.Calculate the
time taken for the current to fall to 0.4 A.
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Exam Tip

The equation for Q will be given on the data sheet, however you will be expected
to remember that it is similar for I and V.
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Capacitor Charge Equation
When a capacitor is charging, the way the charge Q and potential difference V increases
stills shows exponential decay

Over time, they continue to increase but at a slower rate

This means the equation for Q for a charging capacitor is:

Where:
Q = charge on the capacitor plates (C)
Q  = maximum charge stored on capacitor when fully charged (C)
e = the exponential function
t = time (s)
RC = resistance (Ω) × capacitance (F) = the time constant τ (s)

 
Similarly, for V:

Where:
V = p.d across the capacitor (V)
V  = maximum potential difference across the capacitor when fully charged (V)

 

The charging equation for the current I is the same as its discharging equation since
the current still decreases exponentially
The key difference with the charging equations is that Q  and V  are now the final (or
maximum) values of Q and V that will be on the plates, rather than the initial values

Worked Example

A capacitor is to be charged to a maximum potential difference of 12 V between
its plate. Calculate how long it takes to reach a potential difference 10 V given
that it has a time constant of 0.5 s.
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